The Challenges of Testing
Mobile Applications

INTRODUCTION
Use and popularity of mobile devices grows together with convenience offered by applications which draw
users towards an always-connected global environment dependent on variety of types of information
and data accumulated from multiple sources.
Implications of Internet of Things are particularly noticed in the world of mobile applications due to
the fact that most products feature remote control over a mobile device. Fitness and health tracking
applications gather information on users’ habits and personal data related to physical health, putting
their personally-identifiable and sometimes life-critical information at risk of abuse.
Environments with mobile devices need to be treated with care in order to minimize likelihood of bad
outcomes for all stakeholders of the mobile ecosystem.
Mobile Application Security Testing – MAST – benefits application developers from the start of development
to testing and quality assurance, enabling for a trustful and reliable publishing of the application.

Challenges of MAST
Focus is placed on developing applications for convenience, often neglecting security issues as well as
performance, behavior and resource usage
Developers are unaware of the security implications of the platform they’re developing on, and therefore
unable to stay on track with emerging threats affecting their assets and abusing their resources
Lack of security testing throughout phases of SDLC reduces the ability to know, understand and act upon
weaknesses in the application code and runtime behavior

Benefits of MAST
Take control over application components
Systematic and extensive mobile application security testing enables effective detection and
remediation of vulnerabilities, allowing greater visibility and control over security of the application
and its supporting infrastructure.
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Reduce exposure to threats and vulnerabilities
Mobile application security testing helps pinpoint weaknesses in application’s code, logic and behavior
to minimize likelihood of breaches, theft and abuse of the application and the data contained on
mobile devices.

Publish application with pre-established trust and reliability
Complimenting a software development life cycle with mobile application security testing will verify
application’s readiness for production deployment and public distribution, enabling for a trustful
publishing of the application to the desired mobile application market.

Mobile ecosystems
When considering security on mobile platforms, it is important to familiarize with
ecosystems the applications are living in. Each platform is different from the other in
terms of controls and policies related to application deployment and publishing, security
and data privacy.
Application markets are the central point of distribution and use of mobile software, and
as such, they require proper risk-aware treatment. Besides application stores, operating
systems and device hardware introduce dimensions of security risks common users are
generally not aware of. Therefore, a chain of trust must be governed and established
throughout the mobile environment with strong emphasis on implications and outcomes
affecting all stakeholders – from developers and engineers, over application users, to
vendors and device manufacturers.

Application verification
In order to set application deployment and distribution in the right direction in terms of security, a
baseline policy for proper identification of application authors is required. Authors should confirm their
identity to continue with distribution, after which the application needs to be scanned and compared
against deployment guidelines, and be deemed harmful in case of policy violations.

Enterprise device management
Corporate environments benefit from enterprise device management solutions which provide features
such as policy enforcement, user control and all-around management of mobile devices. Being the fact
that the concept of BYOD increases security risks when incorporated within a business, centralized
device management will most definitely help to reduce exposure by establishing an appropriate level
of enforced control over mobile devices.
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Vulnerability disclosure and patching
The amount of vulnerabilities increases as the popularity of mobile platforms grows. Incidents need to be
controlled to minimize the likelihood of damage to vendors’ reputation and application users’ security.
Establishing methods for patching and disclosing vulnerabilities improves security, transparency and
trust between stakeholders.

Data privacy
Applications gather huge amounts of data – from personally-identifiable information to financial data.
Continuous data breaches are now considered as one of the top priorities to deal with by vendors and
regulators. Therefore, gathering and processing data is to be tightly regulated within application markets
and applications themselves to avoid privacy breaches.

Mobile security risks
A zero-day Wide range of demonstrated motives and attack vectors showcases notable presence
of security risks surrounding mobile ecosystems. No matter how far the malicious actors are in real
world, mobile connectivity brings them closer to an enormous amount of resources with help of
malware spreading, vulnerability exploitation and a multitude of cyber crimes.
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Android Vulnerabilities
Critical Vulnerabilities
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The human element
It is often said that people are the easiest to trick to achieve certain malicious intent. Motives which are
described during incidents in mobile application security rely on careless attitude and lack of knowledge
of risks and threats growing in the ecosystem.
Trusting developers or the local network our devices are connected to alone is not enough to justify
behavior which leads to security incidents. Both business and personal security matters need to be
taken care of by way of improving risk awareness and manifesting habits which are deeply rooted in
principles of protection of data, networks and applications.

OWASP’s Top 10 Mobile Risks

Improper platform usage

Insecure data storage

Misuse of a platform feature or failure to use
security controls that are part of the mobile
operating system.

Lack of data at rest encryption and unintended
leaks on the operating system, databases and
filesystems.

Insecure communication

Insecure authentication

Improper connection establishment due to design
and implementation of SSL/TLS handshakes and
protocol negotiation.

Notions of authenticating the end user or bad
session management, resulting in failure to
identify the user and maintain its identity and the
established sessions.

Insufficient cryptography
Issues where cryptography was attempted, but
it was not done correctly, severely impacting the
application with exposure to privacy violations,
information and code theft.

Insecure authorization
Failures in implementation of authorization
scheme and controls, including verification of user
identity, roles and assigned permissions.

Client code quality

Code tampering

Issues in code-level implementations on the
mobile client, most often resulting in buffer
overflows, format string vulnerabilities and
similar code-level mistakes.

Binary patching, local resource modification,
method hooking, method swizzling, and dynamic
memory modification.

Reverse engineering
Analysis of the final core binary to determine
its source code, libraries, algorithms, and other
application internals which are under risk of
exposure to malicious actors.
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Notable malware, incidents and vulnerabilities
HummingBad
HummingBad is an Android malware discovered in February 2016. Its spread reoccurred a few times
through Google’s Play Store, affecting around 90 million devices worldwide. This malware focused
on generating fraudulent ad revenue for a Chinese organized crime group – Yingmob – who had been
earning up to $300,000 monthly during malware spread.
Certifi-Gate
Certifi-Gate is a set of vulnerabilities in authorization methods between mobile Remote Support Tools
and system interfaces on the mobile device. Exploitation of this vulnerability allows applications to
silently elevate their privileges, allowing the attacker to access data on the device and control it like
an owner could.
QuadRoot
QuadRoot is a vulnerability which affected around 900 million Google Android users using devices
with Qualcomm’s mobile chipsets. Bugs found in network chipset’s drivers and kernel modules allowed
the attacker to gain absolute control of the device.
Stagefright MMS attack
Stagefright is Google Android’s internal media playback engine which was critically vulnerable to an
unsophisticated multimedia message attack, allowing the attacker to execute malicious code within
Stagefright internals, elevate privileges and gain total control over device. Executing malicious code
wrapped in an MMS message was possible even if the victim was using custom application for text
messaging services, e.g. Google Hangouts.
FaceTime spying bug
At the start of 2019, Apple was warned about a bug in its highly popular video call product – FaceTime.
The bug allowed anyone with an iPhone to call a contact over FaceTime and capture victim’s microphone
recordings even if the victim did not accept the call. Exploiting the bug was possible through swipes
and some keyboard input during the call, showing how easy it is to abuse logic flow and behavior
of the application. Very soon lawsuits were filed against Apple for negligence, product liability,
misrepresentation, and warranty breach.
Starbucks app breaches
Starbucks mobile application was targeted by attackers who had continuously attempted to steal
users’ credit cards, with few attacks reoccurring from 2015 to 2017. As a company with billions of
dollars worth of mobile payments flowing through their app, Starbucks was very exposed to attackers
who succeeded to damage their reputation, steal personal data, steal geo-location tracking data and
in the end harm the affected users financially by charging their credit cards. Reports on the incident
made around 3 million people remove the application from their devices.
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Securing mobile environments
There are several vital and key security aspects that need to be addressed
to secure mobile applications and the responsibility is shared between those
developing the applications, the vendors themselves and of course users have
their important part to play too.

Engineers
Integrate extensive Mobile Application Security Testing within the SDLC
Ensure proper session management, crash handling and logic-based flow of the application
Strongly sanitize and validate input from all sources connected to the application
Avoid storing data on devices or memory cards
Detect, monitor, log and alert interactions with all layers and services
Design applications with multi-factor authentication, authorized APIs and single sign-on
components
Establish trust boundaries and isolate application within carefully designed trusted execution
environments
Reduce network and infrastructure exposure by applying network segmentation, isolation and
security hardening methods
Vendors
Implement a reliable updating and patching system
Enforce data privacy and safety policies on mobile application markets
Practice responsible disclosure and improve security risk awareness
Check and report for malicious activities and threats affecting the mobile ecosystem
Users
Download applications only from trusted sources
Connect only to trusted networks
Reduce mobile footprint by disabling and removing unneeded services and applications
Do not use jailbroken devices and unverified products
Use an encrypted filesystem that can protect data on lost or stolen devices
Learn, understand and stay informed about mobile technology risks and threats
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Get ready for production with NexDAST and NexFuzz
End-to-end coverage of Mobile Application Security Testing can be achieved with NeuraLegion’s
NexDAST and NexFuzz scanners which will detect and expose vulnerabilities in endpoints contained
throughout the mobile application environment, including visible third-party integrations, APIs and
entry points the application components are constructed of.
A fuzzing scan with NexFuzz stresses the mobile application entry point by inputting invalid or
malformed data the application did not expect in order to discover coding errors and loopholes which
could, if exploited, manifest in application crashes or memory leaks. Mobile application security
testing with NexFuzz is fitting for end cycles of testing a running application, assuring quality of
runtime behavior in unmet and unassumed scenarios which could possibly crash the application and
therefore disrupt service availability.
The power of NexDAST complements pre-production mobile application security testing with extensive
end-to-end scan coverage that interacts with the application to detect and report vulnerabilities with a
verified proof of concept, delivering zero false positives and exposing weaknesses throughout different
application components and entry points.

Feature comparison

Fuzzing scan
Generates and evolves targeted, sophisticated attacks to
detect 0day vulnerabilities, guided by reinforcement learning
Web dashboard
Target scan is initiated through a web dashboard, offering a
central overview of the scanning process and the reported
vulnerabilities
Vulnerability report
Prioritizes and reports vulnerabilities with verified proofs
of concept, assigned severity and a suggested remediation
plan available for download as PDF
Compliance
Improves compliance audit efficiency by reducing amount
of human effort required to assess and remediate security
vulnerabilities as per regulatory standards and frameworks

SDLC integration
Integrates application security testing within the CI/CD
environment to support different phases of software
development life cycle with automated detection and
exposure of vulnerabilities
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Cloud-based scanning engine
Cloud engine detects application entry points using prerecorded HTTP Archive (HAR) files which are
uploaded through the web dashboard when initiating a new scan.
Recording HAR files can be automated via web browser automation tools like Selenium to extend
benefits of automated CI/CD pipeline security testing integrations and to bring convenience to
penetration testers, developers and DevOps teams who continuously face challenges with application
security throughout different phases of software development life cycle.
HTTP Archive files enhance engine’s intelligence gathered through a HAR recording session to handle
scan barriers (e.g. complex login scenarios) and to expose weaknesses in business flow of the application.

Integrating NexDAST and NexFuzz within the SDLC, along with the intuitive web
dashboard, allows for automated and centralized vulnerability detection and
reporting. Detected vulnerabilities can be assigned to a designated person with a
suggested remediation plan to help reduce exposure and to avoid vulnerabilities
resurfacing on the next development cycle.
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